Went along to the Jigsaw Stables for a half hour diagnostic
session on Bob with some friends……Really enjoyed it.
Learnt loads about my position and felt amazing after
dismounting. Now I know how it should feel, I know what I'm
aiming for when riding.
Sue and her helpers were all very welcoming and helpful. Will
be back again soon. Thanks to all, especially Bob X
Lesley Thompson

“Jan Camp” has been organised by a longstanding group of
friends and held at my yard for many years. I am always looking
for ways to make our camp even better,
Sue Carr has brought Bob the Cob for a day during camp for the
last two years. I kept his first appearance a surprise, his return
visit was by popular demand!
Sue is a dedicated, warm, insightful instructor who makes all her
pupils feel at ease. Our riders found she was quick to establish
an important point for them to improve but weren't overloaded
with too much to remember. The feedback I received following
our "Bob" day was really positive and everyone was keen to put
it into practice on their horses.
I initially booked Sue for camp members, but many of my regular
clients asked to be included and demand was so great Sue
continued into the evening fortified with regular cups of tea and
homemade cake!
Sue worked so hard and both her and Tim her husband are very
pleasant to have around. I welcome Sue onto my yard at any
time and recommend her highly to my clients.
Testimonial by Jan Lee BHII

The girls really enjoyed the CPD training with Bob as they
could really focus on themselves.
Ordinarily the staff at the TRC are retraining thoroughbreds,
and habits form through predominantly focusing on their
horses way of going. The unpredictably of the unschooled
thoroughbred does not always allow the girls to focus on
their strengths and weaknesses.
The training session with Sue and Bob gave the staff an
insight into their imbalances, and solutions to work on when
they are riding.
We will hope to do this on a yearly basis to enable the girls
to continue the good work that Sue and Bob have started.
Kath – The Thoroughbred Rehabilitation Centre

